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1.  why nice people don’t share

(people create datasets for different reasons)

2.  from markup to mashup

(the very nature of sharing has changed)

3.  not just a substitute

(interoperability is more than interchange)

today



one:  why nice people don ’t share



the discourse of

interoperability 

has focused on

interchange

as enabled by

markup



but sometimes, even very nice people,



but sometimes, even very nice people,

WON’T SHARE IT.



they have shydata

typically public-funded projects

frequently web-accessible

never instantiatiated

not redistributed



you can meet shy data in public places,

but you can’t take it home with you.



the discourse of

interoperability 

has focused on

technical issues



the discourse of

interoperability 

has focused on

technical issues

but shy data is a social issue



LCTL experts

field linguists

anthropologists

language teachers

in the NEH / US-ED / non-NSF world,

scores of projects are initiated

and managed by



data might be licensed

borrowed

restricted



data might be licensed
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data might be licensed

borrowed

restricted

flawed

unfinished

semi-accessible

sui generis

too big to travel

too poor to dress up



Web APIs address the social issue

by moving the discourse from

“Gimme your data. ”



Web APIs address the social issue

by moving the discourse from

“Gimme your data. ”

to

“May I have this datum, please .”



two:  from markup to mashup



While we’ve been busy trading 

data sets, a new market has 

developed for data items.

It’s called the Web, and it works 

pretty much like a restaurant ...



… as long as everything gets

to your table at the same time,

you really don’t care to know 

what’s going on in the kitchen.



consider Google

has a webpage 

has a database

but you don’t need to visit

one or download the other



instead, Google exposes an

A P I

that delivers Web services to your plate



when requests for data are

asynchronous 

instantaneous

datum-oriented

owning datasets seems … less important 



we can get the milk

without having to buy (into) the cow



APIs take us from warehoused data

to just-in-time data
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APIs take us from warehoused data

from numbered releases
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APIs take us from warehoused data

from numbered releases

from heavyweight

from complexity
to simplicity
to lightweight

to continuous improvement

to just-in-time data



API’s are to interoperability 

what modernism

was to design



form follows function

developer friendly

inclusive

low-barrier 

high yield (vs. metadata farms)

readily back-fit via middleware

graceful degradation / extension

open to continuous improvement

not divorced from services



API downside

persistence persistence persistence

persistence persistence

persistence persistence persistence

persistence

persistence persistence

persistence and persistence



nevertheless

web APIs bring shy data into the game



APIs let you expose data sets

without revealing their content
without revealing their content



what are we?
World 2.0

“On the Internet, nobody knows you’re a dog.”



APIs let you access data sets

without knowing their structure
without knowing their structure



what are we?
World 2.0

“I don ’t needfingers.  They have a dog API.”



three:  not just a substitute



the US governent has funded

hundreds

of bilingual dictionaries

why isn’t there an easy 

way to look up a

single word

in all of them?



the US governent has funded

hundreds

of bilingual dictionaries

why isn’t there an easy 

way to look up a

single word

in all of them?

interoperunable



US Dep’t of Education / IRS

one resource, many languages

Title VI Interoperability

Language Flagship

one language, many resources

Digital Reference Project

US Dep’t of Education / TICFIA

many languages, many resources

Southeast Asian Languages Library

welcome to my world (and projects)



API demo (Russian digital reference project)



API docs



query: facets

return: tags

facets reflect tags
query:facets

return:tags



statistics

frequency

lemmatize

headword list

nearest matches

transparent reuse

phoneme distributions

every example sentence

smashups: syns sorted by frequency

extended services



validated API

validated API

validated API

validated API

validated API

heterogeneous data

first-class APIs



service persistence

service archives

dated [L|W]AMPs



link rot

dated respositories

dark archives



people create datasets for different reasons

(1.  why nice people don’t share)

the very nature of sharing has changed

(2.  from markup to mashup)

interoperability is more than interchange

(3.  not just a substitute)

in conclusion
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